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Full-Year 2020 at a Glance 
Solid results in line with the communicated targets – returning to profitable growth
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Communicated targets achieved despite worldwide Covid-19 pandemic and economic crisis 

3.6% net revenue growth (at constant currencies)

Significant improvement in profitability with EBITDA of CHF 24.9 million and EBITDA margin of 8.9% 

Both incoming orders and order backlog showed strong developments

Balance sheet improved with return to positive net cash position and improved equity ratio of 35.0%

Successful implementation of targeted cost reduction and leaner organizational structure



Ascom at the front in the fight against Covid-19
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 USA & Canada: Focused on rapid response systems 
for emergency hospital deployments. Working with 
local business partners to help equip temporary medical 
facilities in Chicago and New York, among others

 Australia: Equipped a Covid-19 isolation and recovery facility 
in the state of Victoria by delivering communication 
solutions to protect staff and clients

 DACH region: Several customers in the elderly care sector 
equipped with the fully disinfectable smartphone Myco 3. 
Residents could safely call their relatives

 France & Spain: Helping hospital Sant Joan de Déu, 
Barcelona,  to increase ICU capacity by delivering software 
solution Digistat Connect, and Myco 3 smart devices

 Italy: Supporting several Italian hospitals in building up new 
ICU capacities; expanding existing facilities with the 
software solution Digistat

Ascom Covid-19 projects around the world



Results in line for most regions despite Covid-19 pandemic
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Highlights

OEM business stabilized in the second half-year

Important flagship deals (e.g. Wales, Helse
Norway) won against strong competition

Solid revenue growth (at constant currencies) in  
USA & Canada and the Netherlands

Double-digit revenue growth (at constant 
currencies) in Nordics, UK and Rest of World

Lowlights

Covid-19 pandemic hit in particular the French 
market hard – considerable impact on French 
business

DACH region impacted by weaker performance in 
Enterprise business

Some projects delayed, cancelled or postponed 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic

Component shortage in the entire industry due to 
the increased demand as a result of Covid-19 crisis



Healthcare sector with considerable revenue growth
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 Focusing on complex software and solutions projects is bearing fruits

 Long-term contracts will foster innovation and joint development of solutions

 Service business increased its share of revenue from 38% to 41%

 Slight increase of recurring revenue to 25%

 Swift implementation of leaner organization with more customer proximity

 Targeted cost reduction measures implemented

 Efficient and simplified management structure

 Healthcare sector grew 9.1% and is accounting for 67% of total net revenue in 2020

 Enterprise sector was suffering above-average from Covid-19 pandemic

 OEM business stabilized in the second half-year 2020

Healthcare 
Enterprise

OEM

Solutions & 
Software

Organization



Selection of Substantial Wins in 2020
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New Focus on Sustainable Corporate Development
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Ascom Sustainability Report 2020
Extract Environment Reporting

 Signatory of UN Global Compact since 2010

 Strong ESG position confirmed by EcoVadis with Gold status 
in their sustainability reporting

 Donation to UNICEF in support of disadvantaged children

 Ranked 21 out of 172 listed Swiss companies in corporate 
governance study 2020 of zRating

 “Klimabewusstes Unternehmen” according to Bilanz rating

Reworked Sustainability Directive with clear objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Commitment from Annual Media Conference, 5th of March 2020Focus on Exercution: What we need to Do (Simplify, Focus and Execution)Key Success Factors (Operational, Financial, Strategic, Positioned for Future Growth)Focus on Execution:Transformation Program SIFOX (Simplify, Focus, Execution) to stabilize and transform businessBusiness stabilized through lean organization and strong leadership team with ambitious goalsTransformation currently focused on simplification and realignment of go-to-market and efficient delivery model
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FY 2020 Results Summary
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2019

282.9 CHFm

315.5 CHFm

177.5 CHFm

0.8 CHFm
(EBITDA margin of 0.3%)

0.5 CHFm*

1,292

1,493

2020

281.0 CHFm

322.4 CHFm

215.6 CHFm

24.9 CHFm
(EBITDA margin of 8.9%)

6.5 CHFm

1,282

1,401

-0.7%

+2.2%

+21.5%

+24.1 CHFm 

+6.0 CHFm

--0.8%

+3.6%

+6.6%

+24.1%

+24.6 CHFm

Net revenue

Incoming orders

Order backlog

EBITDA

Group profit

FTE year-end

FTE (incl. 3rd party)

Variance to PY
cc CHF

+6.2 CHFm

(at actual currencies)

-6.2%

Note: All values as reported = actual currencies, when marked cc=constant currencies, eliminating currency impacts

*incl. positive one-off effects of CHFm 8.3, mainly due to the sale of the Technologiepark Teningen (Germany) in 2019 Group profit and incl. restructuring cost of CHFm 6.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Jeannine, and also a warm welcome from my side especially in these challenging days with Covid.Before I start, I would like to highlight  that we returned to profitable growth in 2020.Let’s now dive deeper into the numbers. I would like to start with the key figures.  Revenue - Very positive growth in constant currency of 3.6% (10.2m CHF) coming out of our Acute Care Segment supported by growth in our project business. We were able to growth across all regions except DACH and France & Spain.Incoming Orders growth of 6.6% driven by our flagship Wales order.  Without wales growth is 1.1%.Order Backlog  was growing 24% including the Flagship Wales projects. Excluding wales growth is with 15% still very positiveWe were able to achieve a EBITDA Margin of 8.9% (an absolute constant currency growth of 24.6m CHF). Normalized for 2019 one off items absolute growth is 14.6m CHF. As we go further, we will understand how we achieved such strong growth in profitabilityGroup Profit with an increase of 6m CHF. Normalized for one-off effects the increase is 8.3m CHF. This reflects the strong increase in revenue, efficiency and cost savingsFTE - Focusing on the overall workforce which includes 3rd party’s meaning including direct contractors we have reduced FTE number by 92 (6.2%) whilst driving increased efficiency in project delivery and sales generation



Incoming Orders Increased by 6.6% (at constant currencies)
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In CHFm

USA & 
Canada

58.4m

%-CHF: 
+7.2%

%-cc: 
+13.4%

Rest of 
World*
45.4m

%-CHF:
-9.6%

%-cc:
-5.6%

OEM
18.2m

%-CHF:
-11.1%

%-cc:
-8.1%

Major Regions 
Europe
214.4m

%-CHF: 
+5.1%

%-cc:
+9.3%

*RoW consists of Italy, Belgium, Finland, VAE, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia/New Zealand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s no focus on incoming orders, which increased by 6.6% on constant currency. The growth was driven by our flagship Wales order of 16m CHF.  Growth in all countries in Europe, except the suffering market in France. ROW would be flat with 2019 if taken a deal in Asia into consideration which was not booked yet due to missing lock-in clause as a result of Covid. OEM decrease as we saw some slow down from some our OEM distributors in the early part of the year, second half we saw a stabilization here.Sumarized now Growth without OEM incl. Wales was +7.6%Growth with OEM and without Wales was +2.1%



Revenue growth of 3.6% (at constant currencies)
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In CHFm

Total variance: CHF -1.9m (-0.7%)

10,2
-12,1

Revenue
2019

Revenue Growth Revenue 2020 at 
constant currencies 

Currency Effect Revenue
2020

282,9

293,1

281,0

Note: All values as reported = actual currencies

+3.6% -4.1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you a little bit more details about our revenue , we had a light Decline in revenue from 283 m Swiss Franc, caused by the exchange rate effect.  We suffered over 12 m CHF directly coming from the exchange rate deviations, as in Covid times the Swiss Franc became stronger.I will now present and explain the main drivers for the positive increase in local currency on the following 2 slides.



Revenue FY 2020 – Regional Development (I)
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Deviations at actual currencies (%-CHF) and at constant currencies (%-cc)

Note: Regional clusters shown follows new structure valid for 2020
All values as reported = actual currencies, when marked cc=constant currencies, eliminating currency impact

DACH 46.6 -6.8% -8.8%
 Reduced revenue due to lower mobility sales in 

Enterprise sector heavily influenced by Covid-19

France &
Spain

17.6 -14.6% -17.4%
 Strong Covid-19 effect in Long-Term Care
 Slowdown of partner business

Netherlands 52.8 +6.2% +2.3%
 Improvement in the delivery organization
 Recurring revenue increased

Nordics 40.8 +13.3% +6.5%
 Ramp-up in project business
 Strong performances of Myco products

Revenue
CHFm

Variance to PYRegion Comment
%-cc %-CHF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look on the revenue split and where the 3.6% growth on cc came from:DACH: A decline due to hard market conditions in the Enterprise sector, reduced demand for Mobility products due to the Covid effectFrance / Spain: As already said, challenging COVID lock-down conditions in the Long-term Care segment in the early part of the year that we were not able to catch-up although we saw positive improvement in the second half of the year.NL: really Strong growth despite COVID in Acute Care with +23%Nordics: Strong performance with 13% growth (mainly driven by Denmark)  (39% and 4.1m CHF absolute) Myco ?



Revenue FY 2020 – Regional Development (II)
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Deviations at actual currencies (%-CHF) and at constant currencies (%-cc)

Note: Regional clusters shown follows new structure valid for 2020
All values as reported = actual currencies, when marked cc=constant currencies, eliminating currency impact

UK 14.5 +15.2% +9.8%
 Strong growth by key deals in Acute Care / Long-

Term Care

USA & 
Canada

49.6 +5.0% -0.8%
 Strong performances in healthcare driven by mobility 

and services

RoW 41.4 +11.9% +7.3%  Increase in software and mobility sales

OEM 17.7 -3.2% -5.9%  Slowdown in H1 due to Covid-19 – stabilization in H2

Revenue
CHFm

Variance to PYRegion Comment
%-cc %-CHF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK : Very Strong growth of 15% via key deals in Acute Care / Longterm care Enterprise (Retail), reflecting that the Ascom strategy  (PCS, Marks and Spencer, Morrison)Americas: Strong IO and Revenue development due to taskforce approach and change in leadership combined with growth in Mobility (+16%) and services (+9%)RoW: The Growth of over 12% was driven by Mobility and Software products despite COVID-19 driven implementation postponements, positive countries are Italy (due to high software demand) Australia and Belgium. Covid effect in middle east and Asia.OEM: Strong impact of COVID-19 in the first half of the year but positive improvement in the second, limited FY impact to -3% growth



Slight Increase of Recurring Revenue
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Deviations at actual currencies (%-CHF) and at constant currencies (%-cc)

Note: All values as reported = actual currencies, when marked cc=constant currencies, eliminating currency impact

Recurring

Non-recurring

69.1

211.9

+0.3%

-1.0%

+4.6%

+3.3%

 Growth driven by RoW and Nordics

Healthcare

Enterprise 
(excl. OEM)

189.4

73.9

+4.3%

-9.9%

+9.1%

-6.3%

 Driven by USA & Canada, Nordics and Netherlands

 Enterprise business impacted by Covid-19 pandemic
 Decrease mainly in DACH region
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Revenue
CHFm

Variance to PY
Comment

%-cc %-CHF

Revenue
CHFm

Variance to PY
Comment

%-cc %-CHF

 Increase in project delivery drove the non-recurring 
revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We grew recurring revenue by 3 m CHF which is part of the Ascom strategy to not start new every year and instead we build on the recurring base. However, the recurring revenue growth also negatively impacts our non-recurring revenue. It’s a trade-off, future revenue stability vs revenue today.Growth in recurring revenue driven by high demand for Digistat products in Italy as a result of Covid driving the need for high end solutions, Software revenue results in a more sticky customer behaviour…- Healthcare share increase from 64% to 68% (absolute growth of 16m CHF) due to growth in Acute Care and decline in Enterprise (-5m CHF)



FY 2020 P&L
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In CHFm 2020 % 2019 % Variance 
%-cc

Variance 
%-CHF

Net Revenue 281.0 100.0% 282.9 100.0% 3.6% (0.7%)

Cost of Sales (147.7) (52.6%) (159.2) (56.3%) (3.0%) (7.2%)

Gross Profit 133.3 47.4% 123.7 43.7% 12.0% 7.8%

Marketing and Sales (67.0) (23.8%) (80.9) (28.6%) (13.7%) (17.2%)

Research and 
Development (32.2) (11.5%) (33.2) (11.7%) 0.6% (3.0%)

Administration (21.9) (7.8%) (21.5) (7.6%) 3.7% 1.9%

Other Operating 
Expenses/Income (1.2) (0.4%) (1.5) (0.5%) 40.0% (20.0%)

EBIT 11.0 3.9% (13.4) (4.7%)

EBITDA 24.9 8.9% 0.8 0.3%

Group Profit 6.5 2.3% 0.5* 0.2%

Note: All values as reported = actual currencies, when marked cc=constant currencies, eliminating currency impact
*incl. positive one-off effects of CHFm 8.3, mainly due to the sales of the Technologiepark Teningen (Germany)

 Cost of Sales – decrease driven 
by a mix of improved profitability 
in the service organization and 
Covid-19 savings measures

 Marketing and Sales – Savings 
from Covid-19 measures and 
restructuring allowed to 
decrease M&S costs

 Research and Development –
Positive effects from 
restructuring in H2 

 Administration – Increase due 
to release of provisions in 2019 
not repeated in 2020

Comment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now on the P&L I would like to highlight some of the points:We were able to growth the gross profit and reach a gross profit margin of 47.4%, mainly driven by improvements of the profitability in the service organization with higher utilization, better project steering and increased level of remote monitoring (over 92% now, from  approx. 82%)In general, we worked on the restructuring part mainly to move non-productive employees to productive, leading to more billable employees.M&S is lower due to less hires and reduced discretionary spend i.e. travel and marketing due to Covid effect, part of the Covid effect will after Covid come back. (Adrian, what is it around 4 Mio ???)Slight decrease in R&D due to the planned restructuring, but I would like to highlight that even in Covid times we have not reduced here more.Admin cost normalized is lower than 2019, as we had In June 2019 a release of 2.5m CHF provision of legal costs (G&A), which was not repeated in 2020The Normalized EBITDA growth would be 15m CHF after normalizing one-off expensesFY 2020 results include release of restructuring provisions of 3.2m CHF to offset restructuring expensesFY 2019 had 5.3m CHF less bonus costs due to expected low performancesM&S lower due to less hires and reduced discretionary spend i.e. travel and marketingIn June 2019 release of 2.5m CHF provision of legal costs (G&A), not repeated in 2020G&A costs above budget due to several one off expenses i.e. pensions true-up, litigation fees and othersNormalized EBITDA growth of 15m CHF after normalizing for 2019 one-off expenses



EBITDA Bridge
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In CHFm

Note: All values in CHFm, EBITDA reported = actual currencies

Negative one-
offs in 2019

Revenue and 
Productivity 

Related

9.9

EBITDA at 
31.12.2020
at constant 
currencies

EBITDA at
31.12.2019

4.4

-5.88.0

Cost Reduction Lower Bonus 
accrual in 2019

-0.5

Currency Effects EBITDA at
31.12.2020

0.8

25.4 24.9

8.112.5 CHFm increase, of which 
8.1 CHFm related to efficiencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I already said we had an increase of 15m CHF in EBITDA, and here you can see the main pillars of this positive effect.The effect is mainly coming from productivity which was 12.5 m CHF better than in 2019. 4.4 m CHF was coming from the product mix, as we were able to sell products with higher margin (as an example more software selling). The main increase with 8.1m CHF came form  the improvements of the profitability in the service organization as already mentioned.  As said influenced by higher utilization, better project steering and increased level of remote monitoring.We had a cost reduction of 8 m CHf compared to 2019, half of it influenced by Covid, the other half by the restructuring program.Both part, the productivity related and the cost reduction program resulted in ongoing cost reduction which will bring us to the yearly reduction of 15 m CHf, as announced in the restructuring program last year…



Cash Flow Development
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In CHFm

18.2

31.8

45.1

-0.4

CAPEX Borrowing 
Repayments

-21.1

Cash and Cash 
Equivalents at 

31.12.2019

Cash from 
Operating Activities

-10.0

0.0

Dividends Other Cash Flows Cash and Cash 
Equivalents at 

31.12.2020

Note: All values in CHFm at actual currencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strong operational cash due to focus on working capital management combined with good profitsReduced CAPEX vs 2019 although the majority of our CAPEX are capitalized R&D labour



Balance Sheet
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In CHFm

21Note: All values in CHFm at actual currencies

2020 
31 Dec

2020 
30 June

2019 
31 Dec

2019 
30 June

Cash & Cash Equivalents 31.8 29.2 18.2 14.2

Borrowings 19.0 28.0 40.0 25.0

Net Cash / (Net Debt) 12.8 1.2 (21.8) (10.8)

Net Working Capital 49.0 44.2 68.2 61.3

Total Assets 203.1 200.6 214.2 198.6

Total Equity 71.1 61.2 63.2 70.0

Equity Ratio 35.0% 30.5% 29.5% 35.2%

 Improved Cash position thanks 
to better Net Working Capital 
management

 Repayment of Borrowings, 
together with improvement in 
Cash position, led to positive Net 
Cash

 Equity Ratio increased to 35.0%

Comment



Success Stories 2020
Paul Lawrence, MD Ascom UK

Jens Sand Andersen, MD Ascom Nordics
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Digitally Enabled Care Pathways 
- Managing a National Critical Care Information System for NHS Wales

Paul Lawrence

Managing Director, Ascom UK
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The Brief
‘following a public procurement by NHS Wales Informatics Service (NWIS), 
Ascom’s Digistat clinical information system (CIS) was chosen to enable 
intensive care staff across Wales’ 14 standard adult critical care units to
manage electronically all aspects of care’ 

 7+3 year single largest contract in Ascom’s history (contract 
value CHF 16.5m)

 Deliver a National Critical Care Information System (CCCIS)

 7 health boards, 14 hospitals, 190 adult critical care beds

 Single digital patient management platform for trauma

 Automatic population of data from bedside medical devices 

 Single critical care record, rich data clinical analytics

Wales NHS supports a population of 3.1m across 7 regional health boards 
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Why Ascom

23

18 month pre-contract consultation, case study reviews and reference visits

‘Ascom stood out from the start, you really listened to what we needed 
and answered our questions’ - NHS procurement 

 Covid-19 impact to client access
 NHS agile decision making
 Local presence, delivering international expertise
 Local investment & employment
 Ascom UK satellite office – Cardiff Wales

The brand new £350m Grange University Hospital in Llanfrechfa, Cwmbran, 
471-bed facility where Ascoms Digistat solution will go live in Q3 2021
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Execution

Programme team established

 Joint operational board, Ascom & NHS Wales

Milestones

 Hardware First hospital solution delivery, August 
2021. Hardware refresh after 6 years

 Installation invoiced per 14 hospitals August 2021 
thru August 2023

 Service invoiced quarterly in advance from go-live 
per seven years per hospital

‘deliver a single instance of a patient care record in an automated and uniform way to 14 ICU 
environments, ensuring improved staff working practices, enabling better patient experience and 
providing rich data analytics for clinical research’

Today Tomorrow
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Software and Professional Service 
Framework Contract in Norway
- 6 years agreement covering all Hospital Trusts in South-East Norway 

Jens Sand Andersen

Managing Director, Ascom Nordics
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Substantial Frame Agreement Won in Norway

28

Dialogue Based Public Procurement driven by many new 
hospitals in the Region

 Oslo University Hospital (Radium, Aker, Rikshospitalet,), 
Tønsberg, Sørlandet, Telemark, Innlandet etc.

 Online only meetings January – November 2020

Frame-agreement delivering Ascom Healthcare Platform 

 6 years agreement covering all hospital trusts

 Software and professional service only

 Facilitate workflows connecting point of care (bedside), 
devices, systems and care teams incl. various 
integration with existing hospital information systems

South-East Norway Region Health 
Authority

 11 hospital trusts (33 hospitals)

 80’000 employees

 Serving 2.9 million people



Why Ascom?
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Team effort across Nordics, Global R&D and Global Services

 Evaluation criteria: quality 60% and price 40% 

Key Success Factors (Ascom rated with 9.77 points out of 10):

 Our healthcare platform for real-time communication & 
collaboration

 Customer understanding based on strong local presence 
and history

 Implementation model incl. our clinical user engagement 
model



Execution
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Our execution plan

 Common customer (HSØ) – Ascom steering group

 Pilot-project estimated to start April 2021 with the 
purpose of industrializing roll-out across the region:
“do one – copy many”

 Local delivery model incl. global support R&D 

 Staff-up our strong local team in Norway

 Apply learning from similar projects in Stockholm, 
Copenhagen and globally



Guidance & Outlook
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Outlook 2021

 2021 will be another difficult year with a lot of 
uncertainties due to the Covid-19 pandemic, including 
a possible shortage of components

 Ascom concentrates on further developing its product 
and service portfolio to exploit the market potential

 The optimization and further improvement of the 
margin and cost structure will continue to be an 
important focus
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Guidance 2021

 Ascom targets for 2021 a low single digit revenue 
growth and strives to achieve a double-digit 
EBITDA margin*.

*at constant currencies and given a stable economic development
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Q&A
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Next Event – Ascom Half-Year 
Results 19 August 2021
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

This document contains specific forward-looking statements, e.g. statements including terms like “believe”, 
“expect” or similar expressions. Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties and other factors which may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results, financial 
situation, development or performance of Ascom and those explicitly presumed in these statements. 

Against the background of these uncertainties readers should not rely on forward-looking statements. Ascom 
assumes no responsibility to update forward-looking statements or adapt them to future events or developments.
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